Amanda H. Goodson
Speaker | Coach | Author
Being the Best You – for Women!
Amanda Goodson’s powerful and insightful presentations are based on her years of experience as an
executive leader in industry and government, a non-profit owner community leader and mother. She uses
her unique approaches to get women off the crazy cycle to a place of balance and success! She uses her
years of research to provide tools useful to set a layered pace, stretch without stress, and perform using a
professional intelligence quotient she designed. This methodology provides a framework for audiences to
experience their passion, reach higher heights, sharpen their skills. Also, this method provides insights
into personal and organizational growth and a specific roadmap to excellence to enjoy the journey. She connects with her audiences to create
lasting results. Amanda is known for her high energy, exciting keynotes and inspirational teaching. By working with Amanda, audiences gain
useful insights and clarity to experience limitless possibilities. She helps them to see to their gifts and skills - allowing them to take action and be
the absolute best they can be, personally and professionally.
AMANDA’S PRESENTATIONS are designed and customized for groups and are offered as Keynotes, Breakout Sessions, Full-Day Seminars,
Training Classes and Retreats. Here is a sample of her offerings for women:
WOMEN SOAR – AIM HIGH!
Need a lift? Soaring will take you and your team to a place that carries power and authority in a space that cannot be questioned or controlled by
others. This presentation provides winning success strategies for women who want to be winners, who are destined and designed to soar, and
achieve excellence. You have the ability to soar to a dimension that far surpasses the human understanding to a place of peace, tranquility and
assurance. SOAR and gain valuable insights to reach to your destiny as a winner!
LEADER LASAZNA – UNLOCK YOUR POTENTIAL
Whether spicy or mild, you already have the power within to achieve great things in life. The secret and power to unlock your full potential rests
within the sauce! This presentation will provide you insights into how to be successful and unlock your full potential in leadership using your
personality and individuality. You will be able to leverage your individual strengths, deploy key strategies and achieve continued exponential
leader success. It is in the SAUCE!!
SUCCESS FACTORS FOR WOMEN
Let go of the past and gain new insights on how to reach the success you desire. The success factors tool kit identifies “derailer busters” and
“energy building blocks” that will get many women professionals unstuck and on their way to success. “Harmony” methodology shows how to
make lasting change in reaching success in every area of life.
USE YOUR MAKE-UP – AS A LEADERSHIP MAKE-OVER
Use your make-up! Today’s leader must be adaptable and agile in meeting the organization’s objectives and community’s needs. Most
successful leaders possess the power leadership style and teams around them to make things happen in a way that will transform their
organization, situation, or community in an awesome way. Use your make-up and style to excel in becoming more dynamic in your leadership
approaches. Your make-over will take you to a dimension that will cause excellent results around you. This presentation contains several keys
that will create excellence to exceed expectations on your journey to adding business value.
BEING THE BEST REQUIRES MOVEMENT!
Tired of doing the same thing and expecting different results? Need to know how to engage your customer and win? Good! Learn how to be the
best version of you every chance you get. Being the best requires movement - gives dynamic approaches to move up and out in life. This canvas
is designed to give professional insight into how to navigate the business ridges, overcome negative positioning, verbal ping pong and business
judo to create a place of excellence in the customer engagement platform. Use your energy the right way! Pursue and sustain the win. Become
greater as a leader and achieve success. Operate in peak states to be excellent on a routine basis. This session will provide valuable keys
needed to sustain peak performance and a how-to guide to develop qualities critical to individual and organizational success.

To book Amanda Goodson:
520-297-8743 | amandagoodson98@gmail.com | www.amandagoodson.com
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Amanda H. Goodson is a fun, energetic and influential speaker who captivates and
inspires audiences with a contagious energy, compassion, and humor. She
teaches by her own example and provides pragmatic ideas and techniques that
bring people’s aspirations into reach. Engaged audiences who hear her speak
consistently say they left wanting more. She leaves her audiences ready to take
action that can lead to profound changes their personal and professional lives.
As a gifted strategist, facilitator and coach, Goodson is committed to strategy
development, organization development and coaching for individuals, executives
and groups. She organizes programs, equips, builds, mentors and coaches future
leaders. Goodson frequently serves as keynote speaker for industry, government
and organizations across the United States. Also, she is on the board of directors
for a three organizations. Goodson has extensive experience in government and
industry.
Goodson has authored sixteen books. Some of her most recent books are: The
Authority of a Leader, On the Rise, Unlock Your Full Potential, 12 Power Principles
for Administrative Professionals and Soar to Your Destiny. Some of her audiences
include: NASA, YWCA, the United Way, Child and Family Services, American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA), Executive women’s groups and
many civic groups, colleges and universities.
Goodson believes that we are all purposed to do great things in life. Further, she
believes that greatness begins with a frame of mind that molds character. “The
success we experience depends on the mental image we hold onto in our thoughts.
What we focus on continuously, we will experience,” says Goodson.
WHAT AUDIENCES HAVE TO SAY ABOUT AMANDA GOODSON:
• Amanda is a wonderful speaker and trainer. She energized her audience and
kept us interested the whole time.
• We have got to get her back!
• Amanda keeps you glued to her every word.
• I enjoyed Amanda’s presentation; she is so personable and interesting.
• Amanda is a dynamic speaker.
• Amanda built a stronger sense of purpose for our leadership team.
• Amanda effectively organizes, assembles and arranged her information to meet
our organization’s goals. I am pleased with her presentation. It was great!
• Our team building seminar facilitated by Amanda was great!
• Amanda is an excellent coach and speaker.
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